Contrast-Enhanced
Magnetic Resonance
Angiography

C

ontrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (CE-MRA) is a stunning new application of
magnetic resonance that has gained widespread
clinical acceptance and application in a very short time.
Clinical applications exist in all areas of the body; this
subsequent discussion focuses on applications in the
brain, carotid arteries, branch vessels of the aortic arch,
pulmonary arteries, aorta (thoracic and abdominal), portal vein, renal arteries, and extremities. There are four
major applications within this group, in terms of total
number of exams, because of the large patient populations with vascular disease involving these critical areas.
The major applications involve the carotid arteries,
aorta, renal arteries, and arteries of the lower extremity.
Vascular imaging is performed in CE-MRA by visualization of the ﬁrst pass of a contrast agent, typically a
gadolinium chelate, immediately after bolus intravenous
(IV) contrast injection (Fig. 15-1). A 10- to 25-fold
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reduction in blood T1 occurs during the ﬁrst pass of the
contrast bolus in arteries and veins. This produces a
large signal intensity difference between vessels and
background tissues. The consequence of this reduction
in T1, with appropriate imaging techniques, is that vessels have (transiently) very high signal intensity. Scans
are acquired using rapid three-dimensional (3D) gradient echo technique; both multiplanar reconstructions
and maximum intensity projection images are viewed for
diagnostic purposes. Trying to make the scan as fast as
possible places a premium on gradient performance; the
latest 1.5-T scanners produce markedly superior scans.
The trend in evolution of scan technique has been toward ever shorter time to repetition (TR) and time to
echo (TE). Proper timing of image acquisition relative
to contrast injection can be achieved by using a test dose
(1 or 2 ml), with automatic bolus detection techniques,
or by continuous acquisition of sequential (very rapid)

FIGURE 15–1. Timing of image acquisition. In contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (CE-MRA), timing is critical to achieve
arterial phase images. In this patient with bilateral renal artery stenosis, three sequential scans were acquired. Arterial enhancement is
maximum in the first scan (A), decreased in the second (B), and virtually absent in the third (C). A simple renal cyst is incidentally noted
in the left kidney. Early venous return of contrast is evident in the third scan. (Images courtesy of K. Bis.)
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terms of visualization of the vessels, CE-MRA shares
much more in common with x-ray–based digital angiography than with noncontrast MRA techniques. In CEMRA, it is the blood (containing a contrast agent) that
is imaged. In TOF and phase-contrast MRA, it is the
ﬂow (or movement) of blood that is imaged.

BRAIN

FIGURE 15–2. Image degradation resulting from incorrect timing.
In the carotid arteries, timing of imaging acquisition is particularly
critical. The first scan (A) was obtained immediately after contrast
injection and the second (B) 25 seconds later. The carotid bulb is
well visualized (A). The quality of the second study (B) is
compromised by the temporal decrease in arterial signal intensity
and marked enhancement of the jugular vein. (From Saloner D:
Determinants of image appearance in contrast-enhanced
magnetic resonance angiography. A review. Invest Radiol
1998;33:488–495.)

scans. Both body weight and area of investigation inﬂuence contrast dose. Unlike all other applications, in CEMRA the gadolinium chelates are typically given according to volume, not weight. Currently, injection of
40 ml is most common; 20 ml is used in some applications and by some institutions. The injection rate is
typically 2 to 4 ml/second. Vessel contrast in CE-MRA
is critically dependent on the timing of the contrast
bolus (Fig. 15-2), the bolus geometry, and the choice of
sequence parameters (Fig. 15-3). The bolus geometry is
deﬁned by ﬂow rate, dose of contrast, and volume of
saline ﬂush. Consistent results require the use of a power
injector for contrast administration.
The attributes of CE-MRA are many. First and foremost is the short scan time. Images can be acquired on
high-performance systems using current software in 5
seconds or less. This enables imaging during breathholding, which is critical for high-quality exams of the
chest and abdomen. Other attributes include high (relative) spatial resolution, improved depiction of true vessel
lumen, more accurate estimation of stenoses, and less
sensitivity to turbulent ﬂow. Unlike time-of-ﬂight
(TOF) MRA, the depiction of ﬂow is independent of
the orientation of the acquisition plane. Selection of
scan orientation is dictated by the body part being examined, not by the orientation of the major vessels. In

Although CE-MRA has replaced TOF MRA in almost
all areas of the body, it has not done so to date in the
brain. TOF MRA performs well in the brain because of
the presence of the blood-brain barrier and the rapid
transit of blood from the arteries to the veins. TOF
MRA continues to be used in most clinical practices for
aneurysm screening. The improvement in vessel visualization offered by CE-MRA is incremental and tempered by the inability to separate (in time) the arterial
and venous anatomy (Fig. 15-4). Applications of CEMRA have focused on acquiring very high-resolution
images, with long scan times (5 minutes), in which both
arteries and veins are visualized (Figs. 15-5 and 15-6).
This is unlike the application of CE-MRA techniques in
the rest of the body, in which images are acquired only
during the ﬁrst pass of the contrast agent and the arterial
and venous anatomy are routinely separated.

CAROTID ARTERIES
Conventional MRA, although widely used, suffers in the
carotid arteries from motion artifacts (because of long
scan times) and overestimation of stenotic lesions (as a
result of turbulent ﬂow). Both factors are much less of
a problem with CE-MRA. The latter approach has thus
gained widespread acceptance for imaging of the carotid
arteries (Figs. 15-7 and 15-8). Of all anatomic areas,
here imaging timing is likely the most critical. Rapid
ﬁlling of the jugular veins occurs after bolus contrast
injection, with the potential to obscure arterial anatomy.

Technique
The mean transit time of blood through the carotid
arteries is less than 10 seconds. Thus, imaging time must
be kept to a minimum. Scan times of 5 to 7 seconds are
possible with the use of very short TRs. Other pulse
sequence modiﬁcations include temporal interpolation,
view sharing, and zero ﬁlling. The result is an approach
called ‘‘time-resolved MRA.’’ Scans are acquired sequentially from just before contrast injection for up to 50
seconds. Scan timing errors with this approach are practically impossible. One disadvantage to this technique is
the lower spatial resolution compared with conventional
MRA and x-ray angiography.

Atherosclerotic Disease
With time-resolved CE-MRA, it is possible to visualize
the carotid arteries consistently without venous overlay.
The use of longer scan times (up to 20 seconds) provides
higher spatial resolution; the trade-off is possible image
degradation as a result of jugular opaciﬁcation. In the
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FIGURE 15–3. Reduction of
background signal intensity (SI)
by subtraction of the precontrast
image. Maximum intensity
projection images are compared
from images after contrast
injection (A) and before injection
(B) and from subtracting the prefrom the postcontrast data (C).
The use of image subtraction
reduces background SI and can
eliminate some artifacts, such as
the central radiofrequency spike
in this example. (From Saloner D:
Determinants of image
appearance in contrastenhanced magnetic resonance
angiography. A review. Invest
Radiol 1998:33:488–495.)

FIGURE 15–4. Intracranial magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) performed before (A) and after (B) intravenous contrast administration
(normal patient exam). In the brain, after the first pass of a contrast agent, the T1 of blood remains relatively constant. The contrast agent
remains intravascular because of the presence of the blood-brain barrier. Thus, there is greater time for acquisition of high-resolution
three-dimensional MRA images. Postcontrast images will, however, demonstrate substantial enhancement of venous structures. (From
Parker DL, Tsuruda JS, Goodrich KC, et al: Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography of cerebral arteries. A review. Invest
Radiol 1998;33:560–572.)
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FIGURE 15–5. Basilar tip aneurysm. Note the improved arterial detail on high-resolution postcontrast three-dimensional magnetic
resonance angiography (MRA). Conventional x-ray angiography (A) is compared with MRA exams obtained before (B) and after (C)
contrast administration. The postcontrast exam was obtained in a nondynamic fashion. Postcontrast, there is improved visualization of
the superior cerebellar (C, arrow) and posterior cerebral (open arrow) arteries, the terminal branches of the basilar artery (arrowhead).
The postcontrast MRA exam is comparable to the conventional x-ray angiogram for visualization of arterial vessels. (From Parker DL,
Tsuruda JS, Goodrich KC, et al: Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography of cerebral arteries. A review. Invest Radiol
1998;33:560–572.)
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FIGURE 15–6. Cavernous angioma. Postcontrast magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) confirms a normal deep venous system (B,
arrows). Specifically, there is no associated venous anomaly. Maximum intensity projections from pre- (A) and postcontrast (B) exams are
presented. The precontrast exam clearly depicts the adjacent superior cerebellar (curved arrow) and posterior cerebral (open arrow)
arteries. Hyperintense methemoglobin is present within the angioma (A). In this patient, acquisition of the postcontrast three-dimensional
MRA exam ruled out the presence of a possible associated venous angioma. (From Parker DL, Tsuruda JS, Goodrich KC, et al: Contrastenhanced magnetic resonance angiography of cerebral arteries. A review. Invest Radiol 1998;33:560–572.)

FIGURE 15–7. Improved depiction of atherosclerotic plaque with
contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (CE-MRA).
Maximum intensity projection images of the carotid bifurcation are
presented from conventional three-dimensional time-of-flight (TOF)
MRA (A) and CE-MRA (B) exams. Acquisition times were 10
minutes 45 seconds (A) and 21 seconds (B). Blurring is markedly
reduced as a result of the short scan time of the CE-MRA exam,
with resultant improved depiction of plaque in the common
carotid artery. (From Saloner D: Determinants of image
appearance in contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance
angiography. A review. Invest Radiol 1998;33:488–495.)

FIGURE 15–8. Improved depiction of high-grade stenosis of the
internal carotid artery with contrast-enhanced magnetic
resonance angiography (CE-MRA). Maximum intensity projection
images are presented from conventional three-dimensional timeof-flight MRA (A) and CE-MRA (B) exams. Turbulent flow causes
signal dropout on the conventional MRA exam, with poor
delineation of the proximal internal carotid artery. (From Saloner
D: Determinants of image appearance in contrast-enhanced
magnetic resonance angiography. A review. Invest Radiol
1998;33:488–495.)
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the pelvic and femoral veins. In the not too distant
future, clinical evaluation of lung ventilation and perfusion by MRA may also be possible.

Technique

FIGURE 15–9. Comparable depiction of high-grade stenosis
(arrow) of the internal carotid artery by contrast-enhanced
magnetic resonance angiography (CE-MRA) (A) and intra-arterial
digital subtraction angiography (B). Slight overestimation of a
stenosis can occur with CE-MRA, as in this case. However, using
North American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial
(NASCET) criteria, CE-MRA does accurately depict carotid artery
morphology and degree of stenosis. (From Steffens J-C, Link J,
Heller M: Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography of
the cervical arteries. A review. Invest Radiol 1998;33:573–577.)

Several special problems exist in imaging of the pulmonary vasculature. Flow may be slow, especially if right
ventricular failure is present. Short imaging times are
paramount, given the typical clinical presentation of
pulmonary emboli with dyspnea. Although these present
signiﬁcant problems for conventional MRA, CE-MRA
is much more robust. Very short TR (⬍5 msec) and TE
(⬍2 msec) times are advised. The short TR makes
breath-hold scans possible. The short TE is critical
to minimize susceptibility artifacts caused by air-tissue
interfaces in the lung. The ﬂip angle is not critical;
values between 20 and 60 degrees are used. High spatial
resolution is, however, critical; 512 matrices are used
together with a rather large FOV (320 mm). Phasedarray coils are advised because of the importance of the
signal-to-noise ratio. To avoid wrap-around artifacts, the
arms are placed above the head. Scans are typically
acquired in a coronal or coronal oblique plane. Excluding the most anterior and posterior portions of the lungs
can minimize section thickness. An alternative approach
(offering higher resolution) is the use of the sagittal plane,
with separate scans of the right and left lungs. Electrocardiographic (ECG) triggering is generally not used.

evaluation of atherosclerotic disease of the carotid arteries,
there is excellent agreement between CE-MRA and intraarterial digital subtraction angiography (Fig. 15-9). The
sensitivity and speciﬁcity of CE-MRA are high for the
identiﬁcation of surgical and nonsurgical disease (⬍50%
stenosis). Plaque morphology is clearly demonstrated. Despite marked improvement compared with conventional
3D TOF MRA, CE-MRA may still overestimate highdegree stenosis. Across the United States, CE-MRA has
largely replaced 3D TOF (noncontrast) MRA for the
evaluation of the carotid and vertebral arteries.
The possibility of using a large ﬁeld of view (FOV)
represents another major advantage of CE-MRA (Fig.
15-10). Although this choice limits spatial resolution,
use of a large FOV can be clinically advantageous, permitting depiction of vessel origins from the aortic arch.
Disease of the subclavian vessels can thus also be visualized on a single exam (Fig. 15-11).

PULMONARY VASCULATURE
Respiratory and cardiac motion, saturation problems,
long imaging times, and low spatial resolution have
hampered the use of MRA in the pulmonary vasculature.
These problems have been largely overcome with the
advent of CE-MRA, making routine clinical studies possible. The major application of CE-MRA in the lungs
is for the demonstration of pulmonary emboli. High
sensitivity and speciﬁcity can be obtained. Complementary information is available from MRA evaluation of

FIGURE 15–10. Illustration of the large field of view possible with
contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (CE-MRA).
Maximum intensity projection image displays the arterial
vasculature from the aortic root to the skull base. Major
advantages of CE-MRA compared with conventional MRA include
short scan time, large anatomic coverage, and reduced flow
artifacts (in part because of the use of short echo times). (From
Saloner D: Determinants of image appearance in contrastenhanced magnetic resonance angiography. A review. Invest
Radiol 1998;33:488–495.)
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FIGURE 15–11. Thoracic outlet syndrome diagnosed with contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography. Two exams were
performed: the first in neutral position (A) and the second with elevation of the arms (B). In the latter, compression (arrow) of the right
subclavian artery is evident. (From Boos M, Lentschig M, Scheffler K, et al: Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography of
peripheral vessels. Different contrast agent applications and sequence strategies. A review. Invest Radiol 1998;33:538–546.)

The scan should be timed to maximize opaciﬁcation
of the pulmonary arteries. Because of rapid blood circulation, some venous opaciﬁcation is often present. In
high-quality exams, both central and peripheral (segmental and subsegmental) pulmonary arteries should be
visualized without superimposition by pulmonary veins
or the aorta and its branches. CE-MRA has led, in
particular, to improved visualization of smaller pulmonary arteries compared with noncontrast MRA techniques.

Acute Pulmonary Embolism
Because the gold standard for diagnosis of pulmonary
embolism is an invasive procedure (x-ray pulmonary
angiography), there is a need for a highly sensitive and
speciﬁc, widely available, readily performed, cost-effective noninvasive test. Currently used tests include
computed tomography angiography (CTA) and ventilation-perfusion nuclear medicine lung scans. Currently,
CE-MRA stands as an alternative to these procedures,
possibly displacing CTA in the future.
Pulmonary emboli are diagnosed on CE-MRA by the
detection of intraluminal ﬁlling defects or abrupt vascular cutoffs (Fig. 15-12). Maximum intensity projection
(MIP) images permit assessment of the total thrombotic
burden. For clot detection, however, multiplanar reconstructions are superior to MIP images. Observer experience is particularly important for accurate interpretation
of CE-MRA in cases of possible pulmonary embolism.

Chronic Thromboembolic Disease
CE-MRA has also been successful in the diagnosis of
chronic pulmonary thromboembolism (Fig. 15-13). Features of chronic pulmonary thromboembolism (with accompanying pulmonary hypertension) include dilation

of the central arteries, direct visualization of wall adherent thrombotic material, wall vessel thickening, absence
of peripheral vessels, abnormal proximal to distal tapering, and inhomogeneity of enhancement of the lung
parenchyma.

Other Clinical Applications
CE-MRA can be used to evaluate the involvement of
central pulmonary arteries by bronchogenic carcinoma
(Fig. 15-14). ECG-triggered studies have been used to
evaluate pulmonary arteriovenous malformations
(AVMs). Clear separation of arterial and venous phases
has not been possible. Utility has also been shown in
pulmonary sequestrations.

CE-MRA versus CTA
CE-MRA offers many advantages over CTA. Smaller
volumes of contrast are needed. The contrast agent is
not considered to be nephrotoxic, and the osmotic load
is less. With spatial resolution key to lesion detection,
MRA offers the capability of direct image acquisition,
with high in-plane resolution, in the coronal and sagittal
planes. In addition, CE-MRA of the pulmonary vasculature can be complemented by MRA venography of the
pelvic and femoral veins; the latter has been shown to
be highly accurate.

THORACIC AORTA
CE-MRA is a powerful tool to evaluate both congenital
and acquired disease of the thoracic aorta. In many
institutions, this technique has replaced aortography for
the study of nontraumatic aortic disease and is used for
screening of suspected arch vessel disease.
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FIGURE 15–12. Acute pulmonary
emboli, diagnosis by contrastenhanced magnetic resonance
angiography (CE-MRA) (A) with
confirmation by x-ray
angiography (B). Coronal CEMRA image demonstrates
multiple intravascular filling
defects and vessel cut-offs
(arrows). Pulmonary emboli
(arrows) are confirmed by
selective arteriography.
(Courtesy of J. Debatin.)

FIGURE 15–13. Chronic pulmonary thromboemboli. A, Axial contrastenhanced magnetic resonance imaging demonstrates thrombotic
material adherent to the wall of the left main pulmonary artery
(arrows). CE-MRA maximum intensity projection image reveals
narrowing of the left main pulmonary artery (curved arrow) and
peripheral segmental arterial cut-offs. CE-MRA, however,
underestimates the amount of wall adherent thrombotic material.
(From Kauczor H-U: Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance
angiography of the pulmonary vasculature. A review. Invest Radiol
1998;33:606–617.)
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FIGURE 15–14. Occlusion of left upper lobe arteries in a
patient with bronchogenic carcinoma illustrated by
contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography.
Maximum intensity projection image demonstrates normal
vascularity in the right lung with invasion of the left main
pulmonary artery (arrow) and rarefaction of left upper
lobe vessels. (From Kauczor H-U: Contrast-enhanced
magnetic resonance angiography of the pulmonary
vasculature. A review. Invest Radiol 1998;33:606–617.)

Technique
A timing exam with a test bolus or an alternative method
to ensure optimal arterial enhancement (without overlying venous enhancement) is required. The use of a
phased-array coil is recommended over the body coil.
The latter is suboptimal for evaluation of small vessels,
in particular the vertebral arteries. The patient’s arms
are placed at the side, avoiding possible compression of
the subclavian artery and vein against the ﬁrst rib. Contrast should be administered via the right antecubital
vein because enhancement of the brachiocephalic vein
from an injection on the left may degrade visualization
of the arch vessels. A more general recommendation is
that contrast be administered on the side opposite the
anticipated disease. If disease is suspected bilaterally, the
injection can be performed using a vein in the lower
extremity. Dedicated arch vessel studies should use a
smaller ﬁeld of view than thoracic aortic studies. Acquisition of a mask image for subsequent subtraction is
helpful, eliminating bright subcutaneous fat. Scans are
acquired during breath-holding. For most patients, 20
ml of contrast is adequate; 40 ml is recommended in
heavy patients. The use of an adequate saline ﬂush (30
ml) after contrast injection is important to minimize
artifacts from concentrated contrast in the vein injected.
A power injector should be used. A second image acquisition 10 to 15 seconds after the ﬁrst is recommended
in dissections to better opacify the false lumen. Black
blood images (using a technique such as HASTE) are
acquired before the CE-MRA exam because these better
delineate the aortic diameter and mural disease. Both
multiplanar reformations and MIP images should be
viewed to improve diagnostic accuracy and minimize
interpretive errors. MIP images alone can be poor in
the evaluation of thrombus or dissection and may overestimate stenoses.

Congenital Disease
Congenital arch vessel variants are readily demonstrated
by CE-MRA. Most, however, are of little clinical signiﬁcance, unless surgery is indicated because of occlu-

sive, aneurysmal, or embolic disease. Frequently seen
variants include a common origin of the innominate and
left carotid artery, direct origin of the left vertebral
artery from the aortic arch, and an aberrant right subclavian artery.
In aortic coarctation, there is focal narrowing of the
thoracic aorta, usually in the region of the ductus arteriosus. CE-MRA provides excellent anatomic images of
the extent of a coarctation and collateral circulation if
present. The ability to view the images in 3D is quite
helpful for surgical planning. Imaging follow-up on a
regular basis is recommended after corrective surgery to
look for recurrent coarctation and aneurysm formation
(Figs. 15-15 and 15-16).

Occlusive (Acquired) Disease
In the United States, atherosclerotic disease is the most
common cause of stenosis or occlusion involving the
proximal great vessels. A substantial number of cases are
also caused by arteritis; Takayasu’s arteritis is the most
common type.
The most common arch vessel lesion is occlusion of
the proximal vertebral artery. Clinical symptoms result
from lack of appropriate blood ﬂow without adequate
compensation from the carotid circulation.
The second most common proximal arch vessel lesion
is stenosis or occlusion of the subclavian artery (Fig. 1517). This is three times more frequent on the left side
than the right. These lesions are often clinically silent
because of excellent collateral circulation. The subclavian steal syndrome occurs when use of the upper extremity increases the demand for blood and diverts this
from the cerebral circulation through the vertebral or
innominate artery. Posterior fossa symptoms and arm
claudication are seen clinically. Not all patients are
symptomatic. Concomitant arch vessel occlusive disease
is seen in 80%. Rapid serial CE-MRA scans readily
demonstrate stenosis of the subclavian artery and subclavian steal.
Patients with innominate artery disease can present
with right upper extremity ischemia or neurologic symp-
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FIGURE 15–15. Patent aortic bypass graft in a patient with aortic coarctation illustrated by
contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography. Maximum intensity projection image
depicts extra-anatomic bypass graft from the ascending to the descending aorta. Also
noted is a juxtaductal pseudoaneurysm and ascending aortic aneurysm (A). (From Krinsky
G: Gadolinium-enhanced three-dimensional magnetic resonance angiography of the
thoracic aorta and arch vessels. A review. Invest Radiol 1998;33:587–605.)

FIGURE 15–16. Severe focal aortic coarctation (arrow) depicted by contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography. Both maximum
intensity projection (A) and surface rendered (B) images clearly depict the focal stenosis distal to the left subclavian artery. The buckethandle graft (open arrow) is not well visualized because of signal drop-off from the use of a surface coil. (From Yamada CY, Grygotis LA,
Kaufman J: Gadolinium-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography of the aorta. A review. Invest Radiol 1998;33:618–627.)
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Aortic Dissection
Aortic dissections are classiﬁed by extent of involvement.
Seventy-ﬁve percent of all dissections involve the ascending aorta (Fig. 15-19) or transverse arch (Stanford
A, DeBakey I and II). Immediate repair of acute proximal dissections is indicated. Such patients are often unstable with diagnosis and surgery based on transesophageal echocardiography. Acute dissections distal to the
left subclavian artery (Stanford B, DeBakey III) are initially treated medically. A small percentage of these will
eventually require surgery. MRA evaluation for dissection requires imaging from the aortic root to the iliac
arteries. The location of the ﬂap, aortic diameter, patency of branches, and presence or absence of associated
hematomas should be determined. The false lumen usually is larger, has slower ﬂow, is crescentic in shape, and
lies along the outer curvature of the aorta. It often
contains thrombus. Black blood techniques should be
used in addition to CE-MRA; the latter is insensitive to
intramural hematoma and extraluminal disease. Image
quality is sufﬁcient with breath-hold CE-MRA to also
determine from which lumen the native coronary arteries, or bypass grafts, originate.
FIGURE 15–17. Severe focal stenosis of the left subclavian artery
(arrow), proximal to the origin of the vertebral artery, depicted by
contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (maximum
intensity projection image). (From Yamada CY, Grygotis LA,
Kaufman J: Gadolinium-enhanced magnetic resonance
angiography of the aorta. A review. Invest Radiol
1998;33:618–627.)

toms. The latter may involve either the anterior or
posterior circulation or both.

Thoracic Aneurysm
Thoracic aneurysms occur from the aortic root to the
diaphragm and may be fusiform or saccular in shape
(Fig. 15-18). Concomitant infrarenal abdominal aortic
aneurysms are common, mandating evaluation of the
entire aorta in patients with nontraumatic thoracic aneurysms. The most serious complication is death from
rupture. Median diameter at rupture or dissection is 6
cm for ascending and 7 cm for descending aortic aneurysms. Similar to abdominal aortic aneurysms, size at
presentation can be used to assess risk of rupture. In
operative candidates, ascending aortic aneurysms of 5.0to 5.5-cm diameter and arch or descending aortic aneurysms of 5.5 to 6.5 cm are electively repaired. The
surgical approach depends on the extent of involvement,
which is readily demonstrated by MRA. Limitations of
MRA include the inability to evaluate the blood supply
to the spinal cord and the coronary arteries. Both CEMRA and black blood scans are required; the former
provide anatomic information concerning the aneurysm
and the latter are used to detect thrombus and mural
disease (and assess size and extent). With thoracoabdominal aneurysms, the evaluation must include the renal
and visceral vessels because involvement by the aneurysm or occlusive disease of these may alter the surgical
approach.

FIGURE 15–18. Ascending aortic aneurysm, sparing the
sinotubular segment (long arrow) and extending into the proximal
arch (short arrow), depicted by contrast-enhanced magnetic
resonance angiography (maximum intensity projection image).
This type of aneurysm is typical for atherosclerotic disease and
long-standing aortic valvular disease. (From Krinsky G:
Gadolinium-enhanced three-dimensional magnetic resonance
angiography of the thoracic aorta and arch vessels. A review.
Invest Radiol 1998;33:587–605.)
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FIGURE 15–19. Type A aortic dissection diagnosed on a coronal reformatted,
contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography image. There is
differential enhancement of the true and false lumen, with greater
enhancement of the true lumen (because of the first pass nature of the
exam). A coronary artery bypass graft (arrow) is noted to arise from the false
lumen. (From Krinsky G: Gadolinium-enhanced three-dimensional magnetic
resonance angiography of the thoracic aorta and arch vessels. A review.
Invest Radiol 1998;33:587–605.)

Other Clinical Applications
Penetrating ulcers are seen in the elderly with severe
atherosclerotic disease (Fig. 15-20). The ulcer penetrates
into the media (middle layer) of the aorta. There is
always an associated intramural hematoma. Rarely, these
lesions rupture. A complete MRA exam includes both
black blood imaging (to demonstrate the hematoma and
to look for possible pleural or pericardial blood) and
CE-MRA (to best depict the ulcer crater). Penetrating
ulcers progress in size with time and may eventually
result in a saccular or fusiform aneurysm or a pseudoaneurysm.
Intramural hematoma, without associated dissection,
is an entity with clinical ﬁndings and risk factors similar
to classic aortic dissection. Hemorrhage is conﬁned to
the aortic media. The appearance on MRA is that of
circumferential wall thickening without mass effect on
the lumen. The lesion can progress to a dissection at
any time, necessitating imaging follow-up at regular intervals.

ABDOMINAL AORTA
CE-MRA provides sufﬁcient information for presurgical
planning in abdominal aortic aneurysms. The size and
extent of the aneurysm should be evaluated (Fig. 15-21).
The presence or absence of associated disease, including
branch vessel occlusion/stenosis and mural thrombus,
should also be determined.

RENAL ARTERIES
X-ray angiography has long been the standard of reference for the diagnosis of renovascular disease. This is

despite substantial limitations as a result of the invasive
nature of the study, its cost, and the use of nephrotoxic
agents. Advances in MR technique have altered this
situation; CE-MRA is now a viable alternative to catheter angiography.

Technique
With careful attention to technique, CE-MRA of the
renal arteries is a robust, highly reliable exam. Timing
of image acquisition is critical to obtain a high-quality
angiogram without venous contamination (Fig. 15-22).
As with applications in other areas, various timing strategies have been successfully used. Higher spatial resolution scans, in combination with high contrast dose (0.2
mmol/kg), can markedly improve depiction of the renal
arteries (Fig. 15-23). Analysis of both MIP images,
which provide an overview, and multiplanar reconstructions are recommended. Final diagnosis should be made
on the basis of the latter.

Atherosclerotic Disease
Atherosclerotic disease generally affects the proximal
renal arteries, lending it to study by CE-MRA (Fig. 1524). This is unlike ﬁbromuscular dysplasia, which often
affects only the distal vessel and in which imaging ﬁndings are subtler. A study of 103 patients with atherosclerotic disease used intra-arterial contrast angiography as
the gold standard. The sensitivity and speciﬁcity of CEMRA for the assessment of signiﬁcant renal arterial
stenosis were 93% and 90%, respectively. Thirty-one of
33 accessory renal arteries were also correctly identiﬁed
by CE-MRA. Two very small accessory vessels were
missed.
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many clinical situations. On occasion, CE-MRA can be
superior to indirect portography, the latter requiring, of
course, arterial catheterization.

Technique
In normal individuals, on conventional MRA scans, the
portal vein is often seen as a ﬂow void because of its
large size. When ﬂow is slow, as in portal hypertension,
high signal intensity may be seen mimicking thrombus.
MRA techniques circumvent this problem, permitting
distinction between slow ﬂow and thrombus. Quantiﬁcation of portal venous ﬂow can be achieved using bolustracking methods. In this approach, a saturation band is
placed across the portal vein; blood velocity is determined from the distance this moves. CE-MRA overcomes many previous problems with MRA in this region, in particular by permitting acquisition of breathhold scans. Unlike other MRA techniques, it also permits simultaneous evaluation of the liver parenchyma.
CE-MRA of the portal venous system is best performed in the coronal plane. The arms should be positioned over the head to prevent aliasing. Care should be
exercised when selecting the imaging volume, particularly with regard to anterior extent, to encompass the
entire relevant venous anatomy (including the mesenteric veins). Choice of TE with fat and water out of
FIGURE 15–20. Saccular aortic arch aneurysm and smaller
atherosclerotic ulcers (arrows) depicted by contrast-enhanced
magnetic resonance angiography (maximum intensity projection
image). (From Krinsky G: Gadolinium-enhanced three-dimensional
magnetic resonance angiography of the thoracic aorta and arch
vessels. A review. Invest Radiol 1998;33:587–605.)

Renal Revascularization
Beyond the arterial stenosis in renovascular disease, ﬂow
is turbulent and the vessel dilated. Renal perfusion pressure is also diminished. Conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans as well as CE-MRA demonstrate delayed enhancement of the affected kidney and a
decrease in the intensity of parenchymal enhancement.
CE-MRA can be used to evaluate the technical success
of renal arterial revascularization. Caliber change of the
vessel after percutaneous transluminal angioplasty or renal artery endarterectomy can be documented, and surgical extra-anatomic reconstructions demonstrated. Preliminary studies point to the change in parenchymal
thickness as a possible early predictor of clinical success.
A major limitation of MRA currently is the inability to
adequately evaluate arterial ﬂow after intravascular stent
placement.

PORTAL VENOUS SYSTEM
Precise delineation of portal venous anatomy is essential
before liver transplantation and portosystemic shunting.
Visualization of the portal venous system is also useful
in evaluating patients with cirrhosis and portal hypertension. Doppler ultrasonography plays a major role in
evaluation of the portal system. CE-MRA offers a viable
alternative and is considered the modality of choice in

FIGURE 15–21. Thoracoabdominal aortic aneurysm depicted by
contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (maximum
intensity projection image). Critical to operative management is
the position of the mesenteric and renal arteries, which are clearly
depicted in this exam, relative to the aneurysm. (From Krinsky G:
Gadolinium-enhanced three-dimensional magnetic resonance
angiography of the thoracic aorta and arch vessels. A review.
Invest Radiol 1998;33:587–605.)
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FIGURE 15–22. Multiple time
sequential contrast-enhanced
magnetic resonance angiography
acquisitions (maximum intensity
projection images) in a patient
with bilateral renal artery stenosis.
A, In the early arterial phase, there
is complete visualization of the
renovascular tree. B, Slightly later,
arterial enhancement is at a
maximum, accompanied by
prominent renal parenchymal
enhancement. C, In the early
venous phase, the proximal renal
vein is visualized in its entirety. D,
Slightly later, venous enhancement
is maximum; the renal arteries are
no longer visualized. (From
Schoenberg SO, Knopp MV,
Prince MR. Arterial-phase threedimensional gadolinium magnetic
resonance angiography of the
renal arteries. Strategies for timing
and contrast media injection.
Original investigation. Invest
Radiol 1998;33:506–514.)
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FIGURE 15–23. Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography exams (maximum intensity projection images) of the renal arteries
performed with low resolution and standard contrast dose (0.1 mmol/kg) (A) compared with high resolution and double dose (B). The
visualization of distal renal artery branches is markedly improved in the latter because of higher spatial resolution and the 0.2-mmol/kg
contrast dose. Note also the visualization of lumbar arteries in B. A standard body coil was used in A and a phased array coil in B.
(From Boos M, Lentschig M, Scheffler K, et al: Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography of peripheral vessels. Different
contrast agent applications and sequence strategies. A review. Invest Radiol 1998;33:538–546.)

FIGURE 15–24. Left renal artery stenosis and a right renal artery aneurysm on contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography
(maximum intensity projection images). A–C, Three projections from a single 3D exam are presented. Note the importance of appropriate
projection angle for visualization of the renal artery origins. Also visualized is a lower abdominal aortic aneurysm. (Images courtesy of K.
Bis.)
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phase can help to decrease the signal from fat. Slice
thickness should be 3 mm or less. Because contrast is
diluted by the time it reaches the portal system, the use
of triple dose (0.3 mmol/kg) is recommended. As with
other CE-MRA exams, the use of a saline ﬂush immediately after the contrast bolus is important. Both arterial
phase and portal (or late venous) phase scans are acquired. Bolus timing is critical for the arterial phase
scan. Review of multiplanar reconstructions, in addition
to coronal MIP images, has been shown to increase
the sensitivity in identifying abnormalities of the main
portal vein.

Liver Transplantation
Preoperative evaluation of liver-transplant candidates is
aimed at providing anatomic information for surgical
planning and excluding patients for whom surgery is
not feasible or will not be of beneﬁt. For selection of
candidates, direction and velocity of ﬂow are generally
not important. Surgical techniques now also exist for
patients with portal vein thrombosis. Prior knowledge
of the hepatic arterial anatomy is, however, useful, with
variants common. It is also important to identify celiac
axis stenosis, if present, because these patients are predisposed (if uncorrected) to posttransplant ischemia.
Vascular complications after liver transplantation most
commonly involve the hepatic artery. Doppler ultrasonography is used as the initial screen, with CE-MRA
used in equivocal or nondiagnostic cases. Vascular complications well delineated by CE-MRA include hepatic
arterial thrombosis, portal vein stenosis or thrombosis,
and vena cava stenosis. Nonvascular complications, including infarction, abscess, and biloma, are well depicted
by conventional MRI scans.

Shunt Evaluation
Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunting (TIPS)
is often used for decompression of portal hypertension
in patients with bleeding from esophageal varices unresponsive to sclerotherapy or with intractable ascites. Using a percutaneous approach, a communication is
opened between the right hepatic vein and the right
portal vein. The tract is dilated and a metallic stent
placed. Before performing such a procedure, patency of
the hepatic and portal veins should be demonstrated.
CE-MRA has been used successfully for this assessment
and is a useful technique when ultrasound is equivocal.
The role of MRA after TIPS is, however, limited, because of the metallic artifact from the stents currently
available.
Surgical shunts are less common today but, when
present, are well assessed by CE-MRA (Fig. 15-25).
An important advantage of CE-MRA is its 3D nature.
Conventional angiography is on occasion inadequate because of the projection used or vessel overlap (which can
obscure a stenosis). CE-MRA is also useful for visualization of splenorenal shunts, which cannot be easily examined by ultrasonography because of bowel gas. Metallic
artifact from surgical clips can, however, compromise
the MRA exam.

FIGURE 15–25. Patency of a portocaval shunt (arrow) in a patient
with cirrhosis established by contrast-enhanced magnetic
resonance angiography (maximum intensity projection image).
Note the extensive varices. (From Stafford-Johnson DB,
Chenevert TL, Cho KJ, Prince MR: Portal venous magnetic
resonance angiography. A review. Invest Radiol
1998;33:628–636.)

Other Clinical Applications
Vascular encasement (of veins or arteries) can occur with
pancreatic carcinoma and cholangiocarcinoma (Fig. 1526). Hepatomas tend to grow into the portal vein or,
less frequently, the hepatic vein. CE-MRA can be used
preoperatively to demonstrate vascular encasement or
invasion. Its ﬁnal role in this area awaits greater clinical
experience.
In the Budd-Chiari syndrome, CE-MRA plays an important role in both diagnosis and therapeutic planning.
Hepatic vein occlusion is easily demonstrated. In this
syndrome, the liver displays heterogeneous enhancement and the hepatic veins’ ‘‘feathery’’ enhancement.

FIGURE 15–26. Segmental narrowing of the portal vein (arrow) in a
patient with pancreatic cancer illustrated by contrast-enhanced
magnetic resonance angiography (maximum intensity projection
image). This finding suggests venous encasement by tumor.
(From Stafford-Johnson DB, Chenevert TL, Cho KJ, Prince MR:
Portal venous magnetic resonance angiography. A review. Invest
Radiol 1998;33:628–636.)
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MESENTERIC VASCULATURE
Disease of the mesenteric circulation can lead to acute
and chronic bowel ischemia. The incidence of acute
bowel ischemia is rising in the United States, and mortality rates remain high. Chronic ischemia is less common but increasingly recognized. Most acute mesenteric
ischemia is caused by arterial occlusive disease; embolic
occlusion of the superior mesenteric artery (SMA) accounts for 50% of cases. The SMA occlusion is usually
within the ﬁrst 10 cm of the vessel. Thrombotic arterial
occlusion accounts for 25% of cases. Venous thrombosis
is less common and accounts for 10% of all cases of
mesenteric ischemia. CE-MRA can be used to visualize
both the arterial and venous mesenteric vasculature. Occlusive disease of the major vessels is well visualized.
Segmental ischemia is diagnosed on the basis of delayed
mesenteric or bowel wall enhancement.
Acute mesenteric ischemia may present quickly, with
severe abdominal pain, or more slowly over several days.
Early diagnosis is essential before irreversible ischemia
occurs. X-ray angiography is the deﬁnitive diagnostic
exam for occlusive and nonocclusive ischemia but is
invasive and expensive (particularly as a screening tool
in a disease process in which symptoms are often nonspeciﬁc). Clinical symptoms of chronic mesenteric ischemia include weight loss and postprandial pain. This
disease is caused by atherosclerotic stenosis or occlusion
of mesenteric arteries; both the SMA and celiac axis are
involved in 85% of cases. Anatomic information alone
is not sufﬁcient to diagnosis chronic mesenteric ischemia
because asymptomatic vessel stenosis or occlusion is
common.

Technique
As with other CE-MRA exams, the correct timing of
image acquisition after bolus contrast injection is critical.
A power injector is helpful in this regard. Both automated bolus-tracking and test bolus methods have been
used. Contrast dose at most centers remains high, approximately 0.2 to 0.3 mmol/kg. Arterial, capillary, and
venous phase images should be obtained. Caloric stimulation has been suggested and demonstrated in normal
volunteers. This provides improved visualization of
smaller vessels, including the inferior mesenteric artery
(IMA). Both multiplanar reconstructions and MIP images should be viewed. The use of CE-MRA should be
conﬁned to patients who can hold their breath for the
duration of the exam.

Acute Mesenteric Ischemia
With CE-MRA, the celiac axis and SMA are well visualized. However, in some patients, the IMA may not
be well seen. Sensitivity and speciﬁcity for signiﬁcant
stenoses are very high. In animal models, it has been
demonstrated that CE-MRA can detect quite small areas
of acute bowel ischemia. Diagnostic signs include vessel
cut-off, delayed enhancement, and lack of a capillary
blush.
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Chronic Mesenteric Ischemia
As previously discussed, anatomic information alone
(such as that supplied by CE-MRA) is not sufﬁcient
for the diagnosis of chronic mesenteric ischemia. Two
approaches have been proposed to examine postprandial
changes in blood ﬂow: cine phase contrast MRI and in
vivo measurement of oxygen extraction. It is hypothesized that mesenteric blood ﬂow increases after meal
challenge in normal individuals; this response is inadequate in symptomatic patients for the increased metabolic demand, resulting in pain. Both of the MRA techniques just noted have been used successfully in initial
clinical trials.

LOWER EXTREMITY
Using bolus chase MRA, the vessels of the lower extremity can be imaged in their entirety in less than 2 minutes
(Fig. 15-27). Overlapping 3D gradient echo images are
acquired during arterial transit of a single intravenous
contrast injection (using a gadolinium chelate). Atherosclerosis of the lower extremities is common, affecting
more than 20% of those individuals older than 75 years.
The disease is diffuse in nature and characterized by
multiple arterial stenoses and occlusions. Angiographic
examination must include the infrarenal aorta, iliac arteries, femoropopliteal arteries, and tibioperoneal arteries. CE-MRA is particularly well suited for study of the
aortoiliac arteries, which are often tortuous and thus
poorly depicted by TOF MRA techniques. CE-MRA
also readily demonstrates retrograde ﬁlling of patent
arteries distal to an occlusion, allowing better assessment
of the length of occlusion (Fig. 15-28).
Bolus chasing was originally developed for conventional x-ray angiography. Before the advent of digital
subtraction angiography (DSA), a test bolus was used
for timing. DSA permits real-time control of imaging
and table motion by the operator. This technique (bolus
chasing) has been successfully adapted to CE-MRA and
is the method of choice for imaging of the arteries
of the lower extremity. With current generation MRA
scanners, automated table motion and automated bolus
detection are both used. Typically, the distance between
the infrarenal aorta and tibioperoneal arteries is divided
into three stations; each station is imaged twice during
the total imaging time of 2 minutes. Each station can
be acquired in as little as 10 to 15 seconds. The second
set of images at each station is acquired in a delayed
fashion (during the equilibrium phase). The delayed
scan can be useful in patients with asymmetric lower
extremity arterial ﬂow. Image subtraction is used for
background suppression. A superior alternative is frequency-selective fat presaturation; such scan sequences
are under development for CE-MRA. Phased-array coils
speciﬁcally designed for lower extremity MRA produce
markedly superior exams compared with the standard
body coil. Bolus chase techniques have improved lower
extremity MRA to the point at which this technique
is a viable clinical tool for the work-up of peripheral
atherosclerosis, with the potential to replace diagnostic
x-ray angiography (Fig. 15-29).
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trast dose to 0.1 mmol/kg for each injection; the approval for total dose in any one setting is a maximum of
0.3 mmol/kg. Overlap of vessels resulting from venous
return can be a problem, regardless of imaging technique, in imaging of the lower leg and foot. Dedicated
peripheral angiographic coils, if available, provide superior exam quality.

Atherosclerosis
In atherosclerotic disease of the lower extremities, CEMRA is used to determine the location, degree, and
length of arterial stenoses and to reliably distinguish
these from occlusions. CE-MRA competes directly with
conventional contrast angiography in this application.
When occlusive disease is present, ﬂow within the tibial
and ﬁbular arteries is slow and the peripheral run-off
delayed. Acquisition parameters must be adjusted to take
into account these conditions.

UPPER EXTREMITY
The most common clinical indication for arteriography
of the upper extremity (and hand) is ischemia, which
may be either acute or chronic. Causes include atherosclerotic disease, thromboembolism, vasculitis, and vasospasm. Arteriography is also used in cases of trauma and

FIGURE 15–27. Lower extremity contrast-enhanced magnetic
resonance (MR) angiography (maximum intensity projection
image) using MR SmartPrep and automated table motion for
multistation bolus chasing. A 40-mL contrast bolus was chased
successfully from the abdominal aorta to the distal extremities.
The image presented is a mosaic created from four time
sequential (and anatomically adjacent) scan acquisitions. (From
Ho VB, Foo TK: Optimization of gadolinium-enhanced magnetic
resonance angiography using an automated bolus-detection
algorithm (MR SmartPrep). Invest Radiol 1998;33:515–523.)

Technique
With current hardware and software, the lower extremity (iliac, femoral, popliteal, tibial, and ﬁbular arteries)
is imaged after a single contrast injection. Multistation
bolus chasing, as this approach is termed, requires very
fast scan acquisition (⬍12 seconds per station), automated bolus detection, and rapid, automated table motion. If the hardware or software to accomplish this is
lacking, then the lower extremity can be examined in its
entirety by performing three injections (dividing the
region to be studied into three sections in the craniocaudal dimension). The latter approach restricts the con-

FIGURE 15–28. Lower extremity contrast-enhanced magnetic
resonance angiography (maximum intensity projection image)
demonstrating occlusion of the right external iliac artery with
reconstitution of the femoral artery by collateral vessels. (Image
courtesy of V. B. Ho.)
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FIGURE 15–29. Improved depiction of atherosclerotic disease by contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (CE-MRA)
(maximum intensity projection image) (A) as compared with intra-arterial x-ray angiography (B). Both exams demonstrate a high-grade
stenosis of the left popliteal artery. Higher vessel contrast with the CE-MRA exam provides clearer depiction of the occlusion of the left
anterior tibial artery. (From Boos M, Lentschig M, Scheffler K, et al: Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography of peripheral
vessels. Different contrast agent applications and sequence strategies. A review. Invest Radiol 1998;33:538–546.)

FIGURE 15–30. Normal contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance
angiography (maximum intensity projection image) of the hand. The
curved arrow points to enhancement of an incidental granuloma,
and the straight arrow to the junction between the deep palmar
arch and the ulnar artery. E indicates a vitamin E capsule, and
v indicates early venous enhancement. Clinical applications in the
hand include vasospastic disorders, trauma, and vascular
malformations. (From Lee VS, Lee HM, Rofsky NM: Magnetic
resonance angiography of the hand. A review. Invest Radiol
1998;33:687–698.)
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with vascular malformations. Conventional arteriography is technically challenging. The vessels are very sensitive to stimuli (such as pain and catheter manipulation)
and react by constriction and vasospasm. The clinical
efﬁcacy of CE-MRA in the upper extremity has yet to
be established. In the hand in particular, visualization
of the extremely small diameter arteries represents a
substantial challenge (Fig. 15-30).

Technique
To minimize the number of phase encoding steps, CEMRA is performed in the coronal plane. A precontrast
acquisition is important to conﬁrm adequate anatomic
coverage and may also be used as a subtraction mask for
the subsequent contrast enhanced scans. The intravenous catheter for contrast injection should be placed in
the contralateral arm.

Atherosclerosis
Symptomatic atherosclerotic disease is much less frequent in the upper extremity than in the lower extremity.
Subclavian steal, a complication of atherosclerotic disease of the upper extremity (with subclavian obstruction
proximal to the origin of the vertebral artery), is well
demonstrated by CE-MRA. Embolic disease is best examined with conventional angiography, which can be
used not only for diagnosis but also to initiate thrombolytic therapy.

Trauma
In acute trauma, conventional angiography is the procedure of choice. In addition to providing a diagnostic

exam, temporizing measures are possible before surgery.
Damage from penetrating wounds can, however, be initially occult. Such complications include aneurysm, arteriovenous ﬁstula, thrombosis, and embolism. It is in
these patients that CE-MRA may play a role.

Vascular Malformations
MRA provides a more accurate deﬁnition of the extent
of AVMs and is rapidly gaining acceptance. Soft tissue
extent is typically underestimated by conventional angiography. MRA also depicts the relationship of the malformation to adjacent muscle, nerves, and fascial planes.

CONCLUSIONS
The high temporal and spatial resolution possible with
contrast-enhanced MRA improves markedly the diagnostic accuracy of MRA in vascular imaging. CE-MRA
has largely replaced noncontrast MRA techniques for
imaging of both the arterial and venous systems. Flowinduced signal loss is much less of a problem than with
noncontrast MRA vascular techniques. Also of much less
importance is vascular saturation because of the use of a
contrast agent, thus allowing large ﬁelds of view. Current advances in MRA hardware and software make
contrast-enhanced MRA an attractive alternative to
catheter angiography. CE-MRA provides high-contrast
images of the vasculature. The technique is easy to
execute and minimally invasive. As opposed to x-ray
angiography, neither arterial catheterization nor a nephrotoxic contrast agent is required.

